Critical AdvantageSM Portfolio

Marketing Tools
for Success
Critical Illness Insurance
Cancer Insurance
Heart Attack/Stroke Insurance

The Need
Critical Advantage SM Portfolio

The products in the Critical Advantage Portfolio cover a broad
range of conditions that affect millions of Americans each
year, which means that nearly every client knows someone
who has been touched by these conditions.

• Sales Idea – Filling the Gap: How Cancer
& Heart Attack/Stroke coverage fits in for
non-retirees, especially when considering the
health care landscape

Sales Idea
Fill the Coverage Gaps with
Cancer Insurance &
Heart Attack/Stroke Insurance

Due to a “perfect storm” of rising health
care premiums and increases in treatment
costs, many of your clients will be looking
for a solution to help fill the gap between
coverage and out-of-pocket expenses.
And as the nation ages, the chances of
people suffering from cancer or heart
disease increases.

Costs
• Health care coverage deductibles have increased 62% in
the last 10 years3
• Between 2014 and 2015, direct and indirect costs
of total cardiovascular disease and stroke were more
than $351 billion2
• The cost of treatment for cancer in the US is 2015 was
more than $80 billion1

Who To Prospect
• Clients with a family history of a covered condition
• Clients in need of high deductible filler
• Small business owners

The Need
Nearly everyone knows someone who has been affected
by cancer or heart disease. Unfortunately, many believe
that their health care coverage is adequate to cover all the
expenses associated with these conditions. As costs and
deductibles rise, your clients may be feeling the financial
pinch more every year.

The Solution
• Cancer insurance & Heart Attack/Stroke insurance fit well
with other products and protect income for a variety of
expenses
• Discuss options for covering out-of-pocket expenses:
savings, assets or insurance coverage. Mutual of Omaha’s
Cancer insurance & Heart Attack/Stroke insurance offer
policies up to $100,000 with limited underwriting
• With advances in medical treatment, people are surviving
cancer and heart disease more frequently. Additionally, as
we get older, the likelihood of experiencing one of the
covered conditions increases
• With a conversion option from term to lifetime coverage,
your clients can have the best of both worlds
• With a variety of price points and options, including family
coverage, there are numerous ways to provide your clients
the coverage they need

Cancer
Nearly 1 in 3 men and women will develop cancer in their
lifetime. But, thanks to medical advances, more people than
ever will beat the disease. For some of the most common
forms of cancer, the 5-year survival rate is 90% or greater.1

Heart Disease/Stroke
Approximately every 40 seconds, an American will have a
heart attack or stroke. About half of Americans have at least
one of the three risk factors for heart disease: high blood
pressure, high cholesterol and being a smoker. 2
¹ Cancer Facts & Figures, (2019)
² American Heart Association, Heart Disease and Stroke Statistics, 2019
3 The Kaiser Family Foundation, Employer Health Benefits Survey, 2019
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We have the marketing tools you need to start the
conversation with your clients.

Critical Advantage SM Portfolio

Producer Material Available
Our producer material will help educate you on the products
and offer sales tips.
Producer-Use

• Sales Idea – Return of Premium: The critical
Illness policy comes with built-in return of
premium. Offer your clients extra peace of
mind with this outstanding benefit at no
extra charge

Sales Idea
Built-in Return of Premium on
Critical Illness Insurance

An outstanding feature of the Critical Illness
policy is the built-in return of premium benefit.

Here’s how it works
Dan, age 40, buys an individual Critical Illness
policy with a $30,000 benefit amount

The Need
Critical Illness Insurance possesses broad appeal for a variety
of reasons. Considering that it covers a number of serious
conditions and offers direct payment to policyholders that
can be used for everything from gap coverage to travel
expenses, it has a little something for almost everyone.

Dan pays his annual premium of $714.30

Today’s Reality
When your clients buy any insurance policy, there’s no way
to know for certain whether or not they’ll use it. This is a valid
concern – although the covered conditions impact millions of
Americans per year, there’s no guarantee your clients will
be affected.
So if you have clients who don’t want to pay premiums for
something they may never use, a built-in return of premium
can help ease their concerns.

The Solution
Our Critical Illness policy includes a built-in return of premium
rider. That’s like a money-back guarantee. Premiums they’ve
paid minus any policy benefits they’ve received will be
refunded to a beneficiary upon their death. They get the
coverage they want with the peace of mind they need.

He has owned the policy for 8 years and has never
filed a claim. If he passes away unexpectedly, his
beneficiary would receive the total premium paid
of $5,714.40.

Ease the Concern
In addition to the built-in return of premium, remind clients
of these other great features:
• Flexible benefit amounts ranging from $10,000
to $100,000
• Coverage for individual(s), individual plus child(ren)
or family
• No reduction of benefits at age 65
• A+ Rate Carrier
• Competitive rates
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Product and
Underwriting Guide

Critical AdvantageSM Portfolio

Portfolio Overview
Critical Illness Insurance,
Cancer Insurance &
Heart Attack/Stroke Insurance

• Portfolio Overview: Your all-in-one flyer that
gives quick product details, including covered
conditions, coverage options, optional riders
and general underwriting guidelines

The Critical AdvantageSM Portfolio includes three products
with numerous price points and options to fit almost
any situation or budget.

Three Products
• Critical Illness Insurance
• Cancer Insurance
• Heart Attack/Stroke Insurance

Simple & Direct
Upon diagnosis of a covered condition, a check is sent to
the policyholder, not the health care provider. No receipts
or medical bills necessary. Payment is to them, to use any way
they choose. Examples include:
• Replacing lost income while the client is off work
• Keeping up with ongoing living expenses
• Paying health insurance deductibles and copayments
• Hiring home health care or child care services
• Traveling to treatment facilities

Clear Need
Almost everyone knows someone who has been diagnosed
with one of the illnesses covered under the Critical Advantage
Portfolio. And with the health care costs shifting in recent
years, the need has never been greater. So, most people will
quickly see the value of these policies.

With health care premiums rising and
increases in treatment costs, many of
your clients will be looking to help cover
the difference between expenses and
existing coverage.

In addition, the Critical Advantage Portfolio offers a number of
flexible benefits and options.
• Coverage Options: Lifetime or Term (10, 15, 20 or
30 years)
• Individual, Single Parent, Family
• Face Amounts: $10,000 to $100,000
• No Reduction of Benefits at any age
• Express and Simplified Underwriting

• Product and Underwriting Guide:
Your comprehensive resource for
everything Critical Advantage

Critical Illness Insurance, Cancer Insurance & Heart Attack/Stroke Insurance
For producer use only. Not for
use with the general public.
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With Mutual of Omaha, you get:

• Sales Idea – Selling to the Med Supp Market:
Quick flyer on how to position Cancer & Heart
Attack/Stroke insurance to retirement-age
clients

• Perfect Fit Flyer: Shows how well Critical
Advantage products fit with the other
products you sell

460622

An Experienced Partner
You can be confident knowing you’re offering your
clients products from a well-known, trusted brand.
• A long history of protecting customers’ financial
futures with high-quality insurance products
• A+ Superior rating from A.M. Best Company
• Diversified product portfolio
• Expertise offering Critical Illness coverage since 1999

Popular Plans
Our Critical Advantage Portfolio includes three products
your clients need: Critical Illness insurance, Cancer
insurance & Heart Attack/Stroke insurance.
• Benefits are paid directly to the insured
• Express underwriting with knock-out questions
• Just three questions for Cancer coverage
• Cross-sell opportunities with disability, Medicare
supplement and long-term care insurance

Technology for Ease of Doing Business
Mutual of Omaha continually improves technology
to make it easy to quote, submit and issue your
applications.
• Mobile quote app allows you to provide rates on the go
• Streamlined e-App issues in hours to days

Everyone knows someone who has been
diagnosed with cancer or suffered a
heart attack, stroke or some other critical
illness. That’s what makes the products in
Mutual of Omaha’s Critical AdvantageSM
Portfolio such a perfect fit – they’re
easy for you to sell because it’s easy to
understand the need.

• Electronic signature and auto submit options are
available on the e-App

Added Benefits for You and Your Clients
You get direct access to underwriters and no interest on
advancing. Your clients enjoy:
• No policy fees
• Rates based on current age
• Built-in return of premium on Critical Illness insurance
• No reduction of benefits at any age
• Conversion option for children

Ready to Learn More?
You’ll find complete details about the products in the
Critical Advantage Portfolio on Sales Professional
Access at mutualofomaha.com/broker.

Top-Notch Compensation and Incentives
Not only do you receive competitive compensation, you
also have the opportunity to earn these extra perks:
• Annual Mutual Sales Leaders incentive trip
• Lifetime renewals

For producer use only. Not for
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All available through our usual ordering channels.

For producer use only. Not for
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It’s a Perfect Fit
Five reasons to add
Critical Illness Insurance, Cancer Insurance
Heart Attack/Stroke Insurance to
the products you already offer

More Tools for You

Once you are ready to meet with clients, use this
material to help explain the benefits fo the products.

Once a client is ready, we have tools to get them from
prospect to policyholder quickly.

Consumer Material Available
Critical AdvantageSM Portfolio

• Critical Advantage Brochure: Looking to share the
entire product line with a client? This brochure can
help inform clients how to fill their coverage gaps

Designed With Your
Recovery in Mind

Simple & Direct

With the diagnosis of a covered condition comes
the reality of medical bills, time off for treatments,
monies for living expenses, and for many, the cost of
high deductibles. Critical Advantage helps you
to focus on your treatment, not your finances.

Critical Illness Insurance, Cancer Insurance
& Heart Attack/Stroke Insurance

Mobile Quotes – Download the Mobile Quote App for use on
your smartphone or tablet for quotes on the go.
• Available for download from the Apple Store or Google Play

Insurance is underwritten by Mutual of Omaha Insurance Company, 3300 Mutual of Omaha Plaza, Omaha, NE 68175.
Policy form: CP1, CP2, CP4 (or state equivalent). In CA: CP1-24777, CP2-24778, CP4-24780; in FL: CP1-24433, CP224434, CP4-24436; in ID: CP1-24341, CP2-24342, CP4-24344; in NC: CP1-24808, CP2-24809, CP4-24811; in OK: CP124310, CP2-24311, CP4-24313; in PA: CP1-24416, CP2-24417, CP4-24419; in TX: CP1-24286, CP2-24287, CP4-24289; in
WA: CP1-24319, CP2-24320 CP4-24322. These policies have exclusions, limitations, reductions and terms under which
the policy may be continued in force or discontinued. Benefits and rates may vary. For costs and further details of
coverage, see your agent/producer or write to the company.
This is a limited health benefit policy.
This is a solicitation of insurance. You may be contacted by an insurance agent/producer.
EXCLUSIONS We will not pay benefits for: loss that occurs while this policy is not in force; loss resulting from service
in the armed forces or auxiliary units; loss caused by intentionally self-inflicted injury, while sane or insane; loss resulting from an insured person’s commission or attempted commission of a felony; loss sustained while engaging in an
illegal occupation; loss sustained while participating in a riot or insurrection; loss resulting from an insured person being intoxicated (as determined and defined by the laws of the jurisdiction in which the loss or cause of loss occurred;
for the purposes of this exclusion, the laws governing the operation of motor vehicles while intoxicated will apply);
or loss resulting from an insured person being under the influence of any controlled substance (except for narcotics
given on the advice of a physician).
459893
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• Cancer & Heart Attack/Stroke Brochure:
For clients who may not be looking for the
comprehensive coverage that comes with Critical
Illness Insurance, this brochure is a great start

Designed With Your
Recovery in Mind
Cancer Insurance &
Heart Attack/Stroke Insurance

Insurance is underwritten by Mutual of Omaha Insurance Company, 3300 Mutual of Omaha Plaza, Omaha, NE 68175.

• Search for “Quotes for Sales Professionals” to download
e-App – Get the application into the Underwriters hands
quicker and with no errors. Your clients get coverage
sooner and you get paid faster. Available on Sales
Professional Access

Policy form: CP1, CP2 (or state equivalent). In CA: CP1-24777, CP2-24778; in FL: CP1-24433, CP2-24434; in ID: CP124341, CP2-24342; in NC: CP1-24808, CP2-24809; in OK: CP1-24310, CP2-24311; in PA: CP1-24416, CP2-24417; in TX:
CP1-24286, CP2-24287; in WA: CP1-24319, CP2-24320. Optional riders: Cancer, 0NN3M, In TX, 0NN3M-41, Heart
Attack/Stroke, 0NN2M, In TX, 0NN2M-41, Cash Value, 0NN5M, In TX, 0NN5M-41, Intensive Care Unit, 0NN6M, In
TX, 0NN6M-41. These policies have exclusions, limitations, reductions and terms under which the policy may be
continued in force or discontinued. Benefits and rates may vary. For costs and further details of coverage, see your
agent/producer or write to the company.
This is a limited health benefit policy.
This is a solicitation of insurance. You may be contacted by an insurance agent/producer.
EXCLUSIONS – We will not pay benefits for: loss that occurs while this policy is not in force; loss resulting from service
in the armed forces or auxiliary units; loss caused by intentionally self-inflicted injury, while sane or insane; loss
resulting from an insured person’s commission or attempted commission of a felony; loss sustained while engaging
in an illegal occupation; loss sustained while participating in a riot or insurrection; loss resulting from an insured
person being intoxicated (as determined and defined by the laws of the jurisdiction in which the loss or cause of loss
occurred; for the purposes of this exclusion, the laws governing the operation of motor vehicles while intoxicated will
apply); or loss resulting from an insured person being under the influence of any controlled substance (except for
narcotics given on the advice of a physician).

Support
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Simple & Direct

Designed With Your
Recovery in Mind

• Cancer-Only Brochure: Ideal for Medicare
supplement clients who are looking for a little
extra, this brochure gives the details on our
Cancer Insurance
With a cancer diagnosis comes the reality of medical
bills, time off for treatments, money for living expenses,
and for many, the cost of high deductibles. Cancer
Insurance helps you to focus on your treatment, not
your finances.

Cancer Insurance

Underwritten by Mutual of Omaha Insurance Company, 3300 Mutual of Omaha Plaza, Omaha, NE 68175
Policy form: CP1 or state equivalent In CA: CP1-24777, in FL, CP1-24433, in ID, CP1-24241, In NC, CP1-24808, in NY, CP124412, in OK, CP1-24310, in PA, CP1-24416, in TX, CP1-24286 (in WA, CP1-24319). Optional riders: Heart Attack/Stroke,
0NN2M, In TX, 0NN2M-41, Cash Value, 0NN5M, In TX, 0NN5M-41, Intensive Care Unit, 0NN6M, In TX, 0NN6M-41.
These polices have exclusions, limitations, reductions and terms under which the policy may be continued in force or
discontinued. Benefits and rates may vary. For costs and further details of coverage, see your agent/producer or write
to the company.
This is a limited health benefit policy.
This is a solicitation of insurance. You may be contacted by an insurance agent/producer.
EXCLUSIONS: We will not pay benefits for: loss that occurs while this policy is not in force; loss caused by intentionally
self-inflicted injury, while sane or insane; loss resulting from an insured person’s commission or attempted
commission of a felony; loss sustained while engaging in an illegal occupation; loss sustained while participating in a
riot or insurrection; loss resulting from an insured person being intoxicated (as determined and defined by the laws
of the jurisdiction in which the loss or cause of loss occurred; for the purposes of this exclusion, the laws governing
the operation of motor vehicles while intoxicated will apply); or loss resulting from an insured person being under the
influence of any narcotic (except for narcotics given on the advice of a physician).
459894
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Simple & Direct
With the diagnosis of a covered condition
comes the reality of medical bills, time off
for treatments, money for living expenses,
and for many, the cost of high deductibles.
The Critical Advantage Portfolio helps you to
focus on your treatment, not your finances.

Designed with Your
Recovery in Mind
Critical Illness Insurance, Cancer Insurance
& Heart Attack/Stroke Insurance

[Consumer’s Name]
[Consumer’s Address]
[Consumer’s City, State ZIP]

[AGENT’S/MARKETER AGENCY NAME]
[AGENT’S/MARKETER NAME]
[AGENT’S/MARKETER ADDRESS]
[AGENT’S/MARKETER CITY, STATE ZIP]

[Agent’s/Marketer Agency Name]
[Agent’s/Marketer Name]
[Agent’s/Marketer Address]
[Agent’s/Marketer City, State ZIP]
[Agent’s/Marketer License Number]

PLEASE
PLACE
STAMP
HERE

• Needs-based Mailer: Use this
piece to reach prospective
clients and initiate a
conversation

[Agency/Marketer Name]
[Agent’s/Marketer Name]
[Agent’s/Marketer Phone Number]
[Agent’s/Marketer Email Address]
[Agent’s/Marketer License Number]
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• Return of Premium Brochure:
Helps you explain a unique benefit of Critical
Illness insurance – Return of Premium

Peace of Mind
with Return
of Premium
Critical Illness Insurance

Built-in Return of Premium

Here’s how it works

A Critical Illness Insurance policy from Mutual of Omaha
Insurance Company, (Mutual of Omaha), has a built-in
Return of Premium option upon death. If you pass away
while your policy is in force, you’ll receive a lump-sum
return of premium to your designated beneficiary.
The amount they receive will be 100% of all premiums you
paid for your policy and attached riders, minus any benefit
we paid under your policy and attached optional riders.

If your client, age 40 buys an individual Critical
Illness insurance policy with a lifetime benefit and
a $30,000 benefit amount

The client pays the annual premium of $714.30

What You Need to Know
If something happens to you or a member of your family,
your health insurance will help pay doctor and hospital bills.
The lump-sum payment you receive from a Critical Illness
Insurance policy can be used to pay any out-of-pocket
expense not covered by insurance – things like child care,
time away from work or specialized treatment. The built-in
return of premium benefit can provide you that extra layer
of security and the confidence in knowing you made a smart
financial decision. This benefit does not terminate at any age
and comes at no additional charge.

The client has owned the policy for 8 years and
has never filed a claim. If the client passes away
unexpectedly, the beneficiary would receive the total
amount paid of $5,714.40 in return of premium.

What It Covers*
• Internal Cancer or
Malignant Melanoma
• Heart Attack
• Alzheimer’s Disease
• Blindness
• Deafness

• Stroke
• Major Organ Transplant
• Paralysis
• Kidney Failure
• Coronary angioplasty surgery
bypass surgery (25%)

• Coronary artery (25%)
*A Critical Illness policy is designed to provide benefits for cancer, heart attack, stroke, Alzheimer’s disease, blindness, deafness, kidney failure, major organ transplant
surgery, paralysis or the performance of coronary angioplasty surgery or coronary artery bypass surgery. Coverage is not provided for other diseases or accidents.
Covered condition vary by state.
Insurance is underwritten by Mutual of Omaha Insurance Company, Mutual of Omaha Plaza, Omaha, NE 68175. Policy form: CP1, CP2, CP4 (or state equivalent). In CA: CP124777, CP2-24778, CP4-24780, In FL: CP1-24433, CP2-24434, CP4-24436, In ID: CP1-24341, CP2-24342, CP4-24344, in NC: CP1-24808, CP2-24809, CP4-24811, in OK: CP124310, CP2-24311, CP4-24313, in PA: CP1-24416, CP2-24417, CP4-24419, in TX: CP1-24286, CP2-24287, CP4-24289, in WA: CP1-24319, CP2-24320 CP4-24322. These policies
have exclusions, limitations, reductions and terms under which the policy may be continued in force or discontinued. Benefits and rates may vary. For costs and further
details of coverage, see your agent/producer or write to the company.
This is a limited health benefit policy.
This is a solicitation of insurance. You may be contacted by an insurance agent/producer.
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• Needs Postcard:
Increase your prospects with this consumer
postcard

Critical AdvantageSM Portfolio

Designed With
Your Recovery
in Mind
Critical Illness Insurance,
Cancer Insurance &
Heart Attack/Stroke
Insurance
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Why Mutual of Omaha
We’re invested in your success. We’re committed to
giving you the products your customers want plus
the tools, resources and support you need.

MutualofOmaha.com/sales-professionals

If you have any questions, please contact your sales team.

